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Finding

Households in the price-only group reduce their usage by between 0 and 7 
percent on average during pricing events, relative to control. In contrast, 
those exposed to the same price changes but who also have IHDs, exhibit 
much larger usage reductions of 8 to 22 percent.

Empirical evidence suggests that experience with IHDs facilitates 
consumer learning, improving households’ decision making when 
confronted with high prices. 

In the long run, an evaluation of trends in usage over the days of the 
summer reveals that households in both the price and price-plus-
information groups are forming conservation habits even when events 
are not occurring. 



Knowledge is (Less) Power: 
Experimental Evidence from Residential Energy Use 

K. Jessoe and D. Rapson (AER, Avril 2014) 



However, basic information may 
often be unclear.

• Whether agents perfectly know and comprehend the price of 
a good (i.e., price “salience”). In many settings they do not. 

• There is uncertainty about non-price attributes 



But it may be the features of setting that  full 
information is not accessible

“Electricity customers traditionally 
exhibit low price elasticity”



• Infrequent billing make it difficult to know 
both electricity usage at any moment in time 
and the input requirements of each appliance. 

• Electricity comprises only a modest share of 
household budgets, it may be rational for 
households not to invest the time and effort 
to resolve this uncertainty. 



An alphabet soup of dynamic 
pricing structures

• RTP, Real Time Pricing, the first-best 

• TOU, Time of Use: different prices for different 
periods (e.g., on-peak vs. off-peak) 

• CPP, Critical Peak Pricing: the supplier announces a 
CPP event for the next day. CPP events are much less 
frequent than on-peak hours, but prices in a CPP 
event are much higher than on-peak prices in TOU  



Experiment Design 
Randomized Control Trial (RCT) (1)
WHERE? 

• Connecticut (Bridgeport and New Haven)

WHEN? 

• During summer 2011 (July and August):  6 Events 

• All events occurred during peak hours, but there was variation in 
the length and exact timing of events 

HOW? 

• Partnership with local utility (United Illuminating, UI)



Experiment Design 
Randomized Control Trial (RCT) (2)

Users are split in three groups 

1. No action (control group)

2. Receive information on price increase (price only group)

3. Receive information on price increase and have an IHD 
of their electricity consumption (price + IHD group)

Usage date for each group is collected (15-minute 
intervals) and analyzed 



Participants compensation

$40 participation incentive: $20 upon completion of a pre survey prior to 
assignment, and $20 upon completion of a survey once the pilot ended

Survey: Demographic and housing unit characteristics, appliance 
ownership, conservation-related actions, tendency to be home during the 
day, and the frequency with which households checked their IHDs.

Off-bill account initially credited with $100.

Customers keep the balance at the end of the study=

$100—[(Value of energy consumed during the price event)— (its value at 
the regulated rate)]



Integrity of randomization 



Asymmetric Attrition 
 

Use intent-to-treat 
(ITT) and treatment-
on-the-treated (ToT) 
estimators to account 

for asymmetries in 
non-compliance. 



Sample Structure



Price Events Description

•  Day Ahead (DA) : 3 times

Notification that the price of electricity would increase for a few 
hours the next day by 0.50 $/kWh (500 $/MWh),roughly 250% 
increase over the standard rate

• Thirty Minute (TM): 3 times

Notification that the price of electricity would increase for a few 
hours starting in 30 minutes by 1.25 $/kWh (1 250 $/MWh)

• Households receive notification of these events by email, phone 
call and/or text message depending on their stated preference



Response to a DM price event

Response to a TM price event



Econometric analysis 

• Households are indexed by i, periods are indexed by t  

• qit is the logarithm of consumption (in kWh) by household i in period t  

• Dgit=1 if household i is in group g and if a pricing event occurs for household i in 
period t  

• Υg=1 if household i is in group g, and δe=1 if pricing event occurs during period t  

• βP and βPI are consistent estimates of the average percentage change in electricity 
usage from assignment to treatment during pricing events  



Econometric results: Treatment Effects 

• The inclusion of household and time controls does not meaningfully alter 
the magnitude of treatment effects provides further evidence for the 
integrity of the randomization. 

• Provide strong evidence that the cumulative effect of real-time information 
feedback in this setting is to increase the price elasticity of demand. 



Econometric results: ToT 

• The treatment effect on treated households (ToT) is the causal effect of the 
price and price + IHD treatments on compliers. 

• The ToT specification uses initial treatment assignment as an instrument for 
receipt of treatment, and is estimated using two-stage least squares. 



Empirical evidence suggests that experience 
with IHDs facilitates consumer learning, 

improving households’ decision making when 
confronted with high prices. 



Were the differential response to exist because IHDs 
increase awareness of price events?

Hypothesis: 

Consumers learn through experience 
with the IHDs, and that this plays an 

important role in the reagents 
differential.



Notification and Awareness of Price Events: 
Making electricity price changes salient. 

• By having the utility send all customers in the price and 
price + IHD groups notification in the form of a 
combination of a text message, e-mail and/or phone call in 
advance of each event. 

• Conditional on confirmation of event notification, reject the 
null that the coefficient estimates are equal with 95 percent 
confidence overall, and with 90 and 85 percent confidence 
when estimating DA and TM events separately—> IHDs do 
not appear to be either informing households of events or 
enabling unaware households to respond. 

•  



Notification and Awareness of Price 
Events

How to conquer? 

By making electricity price changes salient. 

Control: 

Having the utility send all customers in the price 
and price + IHD groups notification in the form 
of a combination of a text message, e-mail and/or 
phone call in advance of each event. 



Did IHDs facilitate learning about the electricity 
usage associated with the portfolio of household 

production alternatives?

Hypothesis: 

Consumers learn through experience 
with the IHDs, and that this plays an 

important role in the reagents 
differential.



This evidence suggests that more frequent experience with the IHDs facilitates 
learning about the quantity of electricity consumed by energy consuming 

durables 



In the long run, an evaluation of trends in usage over the 
days of the summer reveals that households in both the 

price and price-plus-information groups are forming 
conservation habits even when events are not occurring. 



Early hours: 
Change Larger

Peak hours Period: 
Change Larger

12-1PM:
Daily decrease 

(gradient) in usage 
of 0.23 percent for 

price-only 
households during 
this noontime hour

—>
14 % decrease in 
usage on August 

relatively to July 1. 



One should hardly have to tell academicians that information is a valuable 
resource: knowledge is power. And yet it occupies a slum dwelling in the 

town of economics. Mostly it is ignored... —George Stigler (1961) 


